Heavy Metal Harmony
[From “First Metagenesis”, pp 45, 46 http://www.evolution101.org/PRINTBK4a.pdf]

“All life resonates to the magnetic beat of Deep Earth's heavy metal harmony.
The ancient molecule cytochrome-c gives clues into life's deep past. It is the
anchor structure of all plant and animal DNA.
“The "heme" molecule is the core structure of cytochrome-c, and the "iron atom"
is at the core of the heme molecule. From the deep "ash" of the ardent Earthcore arise the "Dark Night Angels", the phoenix DNA. DNA is a consciousnessbuilding, forge-cast crystalline substance of diamond-durability that has been
proven in storm-and-fire crucibles and hard-rock trials. All Earth-life resonates to
the harmonic wave-fields of stolid DNA, which is miserly in the genetic breaches
it allows. Earth-life's algorithms sequence on the logic of magnetic iron.
“Personal consciousness is Earth-voice talking, revealing, reassuring and resurrecting the heart-kept wisdom of the psyche in fleshed-out symmetries that are
alert to deal in time with future opportunities. Network life is the natural force/
field (inherency/ coherency) wherein Earth-soul works out her algorithms.
“The "perfection of Nature" in its final outcome is not some before-the-fact
anticipation by a "divine mind" located outside of and apart from Creation-inProcess. Nature-in-process doesn't just reflect "divinity-in-process", but is the
exemplification of divinity-in-process, for Nature's transformational processing is
not "moonshine", rather, it is "sunshine", that is, it is purposeful in doing what is
manifested in its light. Because of Nature's "openness" to process, that is, its
responsiveness to here-and-now contingencies, the notion of an ultimate "state
of perfection" (absolutism) is a fiction of the human imagination, a lunacy.
“The politicizing of government and religion on the "static" figment of "divine right"
is a deadly politics of moonshine, also a lunacy! Global violence testifies to the
fact. Instituted absolutism is iron-minded violence that prosecutes its wars on the
commercial logic of dominion over Nature. Its consciousness is hardwired
against openness. Nature's mechanisms for "self-perfecting" (responding to
contingencies) are without hang-ups; those that work in the established patterns
of redundancy are cherished and retained, and those that do not work disappear
into the crucible-mix.
“Two transformational mechanisms essential in transmitting and securing the
hard-won successes of life are the self-replicating procedures of cell-division
(asexuality) and cell-to-cell interpenetration (sexuality). Accomplished in both
reproductive devices is the mixing of substances (transubstantiation: across
substance). The specifically established redundancies of differentiated life do not
prevent transubstantiation across the barriers of species, but, by symbioses life
easily crosses "word" barriers and effects miraculous mixings of soul/ substance.
In golden fluency, Nature's good-word prose blends number-consciousness in
her transformational alchemy.
"Metagenesis" is a biological term for the reproduction of life which is by way of
the "alternation of generations"; it identifies Nature's use of the alternate

strategies of asexual and sexual reproduction by the same organism which
produces both the eggs and spores (the female and male gametes), which when
joined produce the embryonic organism (seeds). Wheat-corn grain exemplifies:
the "germ" (embryo) of the corn-grass seed is of self-fertilized egg-origin, while
the "seed endosperm" (embryo food) is of extra-embryonic egg origin. Thus,
Eucharistic Bread, made from the endosperm-flour of the grass-seed, is food of
wholly female providence, free of outside "male" contribution—a "virgin birth".
Earth-life transubstantiation is accomplished by the grace potentials of virgin
grain only. God-life, God-birth, is grain grace. Virgin grain is "The Bread of Life"—
Eucharist substantiating Divine Presence; virgin grain is "The Oil of Life"— the
fervor of intention kindled in every heart. In female grace alone, all life is
thermodynamically divinized.
“Word is made flesh by virgin grace; virgin grace embodies the Divine Word, the
Way, the Truth, and the Light. Not Jerusalem. Not Mecca. Not Rome. The
"religious center" that matters to every heart is "everywhere and nowhere", is that
portion of the universe distributively centered in the subject-consciousness of
personal soul. Do we not, in faith, self-recognize cosmic woman's soul-energy,
universally distributed—God's Divine Love inspiriting the whole of Creation?
“It is a singular truth that all life depends totally for soul/ substance edification on
the grace-messaging of female providence. The consciousness of life's
priesthood is woman's mind; males need to desist from alienating themselves
from her sustaining insights. Woman must be intolerant of a male-objectified
"priesthood" that is self-excommunicated from her sustaining authenticity. The
culture of male-only priesthood is misbegotten. Witness the signs of the times!
“Humankind is a people promised in Second Coming". Second Coming is a
discovery of conscient continuity abiding in divine newness—the promise of
personal divinity/ creativity revealing infinity in the finite time-continuum. The
Second Coming promise identifies the self of the subjective/ objective continuum
characterizing by and characterized in the conscient soul/ body. Each birth is a
resurrected Christ-Coming, a "Call"; "answer" witnesses divinity in purposeful
living. [See: http://ncronline.org/news/spirituality/god-who-beckons]

